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0 of 0 review helpful Fun I kept thinking about how I would cast By Christopher J Bradford I devoured this thing in an 
afternoon It s a refreshing twist on the dysfunctional family genre and so Much Fun I kept thinking about how I would 
cast the inevitable movie adaptation here me out Rebecca Hall and in my dreams Alexander Skarsg aring rd An 
obvious key to understanding this book is in the brilliant title It rsquo s for the same audience that flocked to The Nest 
Where rsquo d You Go Bernadette or dare I say a little book you might be a fan of Crazy Rich Asians Kevin Kwan 
New York Times bestselling author of Crazy Rich Asians Sinfully good Elin HilderbrandEntertainment Weekly s 
Summer Must ReadA Publishers Weekly BEST SUMMER BOOKS 2017 Fact best title of any novel ever This story 
about a dysfunctional blended family and a wedding in England is sinfully good Elin Hilderbrand A feast of bitchy 
characters dysfunctional family dynamics and hilarious over the to 
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